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RR45: 64sc
R46: (6sc, 1dec)x8 (56)
R47: (2sc, 1dec)x14 (42)
R48: (5sc, 1dec)x6 (36)
Note: Fill the amigurumi as the knitting
progresses, when it is more comfortable
for you

R49-50: 36sc
R51: (2sc, 1dec)x9 (27)
R52: (1sc, 1dec)x9 (18)
R53: 18sc Change to flesh color yarn
R54: BLO 18ss

https://youtu.be/e5Vh9n_GN-E?t=3645

R55: BLO 18sc
R56: 18sc

overalls
Note: (Watch the video) in order for you to
determine the 14 front stitches and the 14 back
stitches that we will work on, we should have 7 left
on each side.
We will make two equal pieces from R1-8 (one for
the front and one for the back)
Use turquoise thread and start by drawing a loop

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=21

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

back side

Note: Do not cut the strand
when finishing R56, we will
continue with the head
later

front part

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
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R1: 1ch, in the same base begin FLO 14sc (14)
R2-8: turn, 14sc (14)

For the finish, we will make single crochets
around the edge, including the free
strands that remain on each side (see the
video).
R9: sc around the edge
Note: in each corner we will always make
2sc and also sc always in the strands that
we started and finished the front and back
pieces

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=291

Brace #1
Use the same turquoise color yarn
Note: Start by pulling the loop in the right
corner of the back piece.
R1: 1ch, at the same base start 2sc, 2hdc, 1dc,
1dc dec (6)
R2: turn, 1dec, 4sc (5)
R3: turn, 3sc, 1dec (4)
R4: turn, 1dec, 2pb (3)
R5-20: turn, 3sc, 1ch to secure

Brace #2
Use the same turquoise thread
Note: Begin pulling the loop in the stitch
that follows after having made the
decrease in the double crochet of the R1 of
strap #1
R1: 3ch, 1dc dec, 2hdc, 2sc (6)
R2: turn, , 4sc, 1dec (5)
R3: turn, 1dec, 3sc (4)
R4: turn, 2sc, 1dec (3)
R5-20: turn, 3sc,  1ch to secure

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=816

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1026
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Note: At the end of each strap you will cut
the thread leaving it long and then join the
front of the overalls

HEAD CONTINUED
R57: FLO 18inc (36)

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1627

Note: Place as much padding as support for this
head, from the neck, the padding is very important
so that it is firm and round, I have not needed
support, but if you consider it necessary you can
place a silicone tube as we will do with Luigi later

R58: (2sc, 1inc)x12 (48)
R59-60: 48sc
R61: (7sc, 1inc)x6 (54)
R62-66: 54sc
R67: (7sc, 1dec)x6 (48)
R68-77: 48sc
R78: (6sc, 1dec)x6 (42)
R79: 2sc, 1dec, (5sc, 1dec)x5, 3sc (36)
R80: (4sc, 1dec)x6 (30)
R81: 1sc, 1dec, (3sc, 1dec)x5, 2sc (24)

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1196

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1296

R82: (2sc, 1dec)x6 (18)
R83: (1sc, 1dec)x6 (12)
R84: 12sc
Note: At the end of R84 you can still add
more padding and then fasten using a
tapestry needle.

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1727
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Button (x2)
Use yellow Mango color yarn
R1: MR 6sc
R2: 6sc
At the end of R2, cut the yarn leaving it
long to join the jumpsuit.

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=341

Ear #1
Use flesh-colored yarn, or the color you have
chosen for the skin tone.
R1: MR 5sc
R2: turn, skip 1 point, 1sc, 1inc, 1hdc inc, 2ch, 1ss
Cut the strand leaving it long and then attach to
the head.

Nose
Use flesh-colored yarn, or the color you
have chosen for the skin tone.
R1: MR 6sc
R2: 6inc (12)
R3: (2sc, 1inc)x4 (16)
R4: 16sc
R5: (2sc, 1dec)x4 (12)

https://youtu.be/xbX9IgDhvfI?t=1777

https://youtu.be/xkT__xlMHA4?t=131

Ear #2
R1: MR 5sc
R2: turn, 2ch, 1hdc inc, 1inc, 1sc, 1ss
Cut the strand leaving it long and then
attach to the head.

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=46

Note: When finishing R5, cut the strand
leaving it long to close and then join to the
head. Before closing, place a little stuffing
just to give it its round shape.

Eyebrows (x2)
Use dark brown color yarn
Start with 1 slip knot, 6ch, beginning in the
2nd, BLO 1ss, 1sc, 1hdc, 1sc, 1ss
Cut the strand, leaving just enough strand
to tuck them into the head later.

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=266
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Mustache
Use dark brown color yarn

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=627

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=416

For the eyes we will use 1mm thick
threads with a 1.25mm hook
Note: We will not make knots for the
unions in the thread changes, all the
threads that are left will be secured
with glue

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=472

R1: (3ch, in the 1st 1hdc inc)x6
R2: 1ch, 12sc, 1ch to secure
Note: If you consider it necessary, see the
link to the video so that you understand
where to do the 12sc.
At the end of R2 cut the strand leaving it
long enough to introduce them to the
head.

Eye #1
Start with black yarn
R1: MR 8sc Change to blue color yarn
R2: BLO 8ss
R3: BLO 5inc, 3ss Change to white color
R4: BLO 10ss
R5: continue in the next BLO stitch (1sc,
1inc)x3, 1hdc, 2ss
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https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=1235

Eye #2
Start with black yarn
R1: MR 8sc Change to blue color yarn
R2: BLO 8ss
R3: BLO 5inc, 3ss Change to white color
R4: BLO 10ss
R5: BLO 1ss, 2ch, 1hdc, (1sc, 1inc)x3, 1ss

https://youtu.be/xkT__xlMHA4?t=131

Note: Eye #2 is the same as Eye #1 from
R1 to R4, only R5 changes.

Gorro

Use Garnet Red thread,
the same one we use in
the arms
R1: MR 8sc
R2: 8inc (16)
R3: (1sc, 1inc)x8 (24)
R4: (2sc, 1inc)x8 (32)
R5: (3sc, 1inc)x8 (40)
R6: (4sc, 1inc)x8 (48)
R7: (5sc, 1inc)x8 (56)
R8: (6sc, 1inc)x8 (64)
R9: (7sc, 1inc)x8 (72)
R10-16: 72sc
R17: (7sc, 1dec)x8 (64)
R18-20: 64sc
R21: FLO (1ch, 1ss)x46

Note: In the remaining 18 stitches we will make the
visor
1sc, 1hdc, (2dc, 1dc inc)x4, 2dc, 1hdc, 1sc
R22: 1ch, turn, 1sc, 1hdc, (2dc, 1dec)x4, 2dc, 1hdc, 1sc
Cut the thread leaving it long to make the union (see
link to the video)

Note: To Secure all the strands you can
cut them and glue them (see link to
video

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=1390

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=1620
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https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2303

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=1980

Hair
Use brick-colored yarn, the same one
you used for the shoes.
We will work on the back strands that
we have left on the R20. (please enter
the video that I share)

Lock #1: 4ch, in the 2nd start BLO 3sc,  
 skip 1st, 1ss

Lock #2: 5ch, in the 2nd start BLO 4 sc,
skip 1 stitch, 3ss

Lock #3-18: 6ch, in the 3rd start BLO
4hdc, skip 1st, 1ss

Lock #19: 2sc more, 5ch, in the 2nd start
BLO 4sc, skip 1 stitch, 1ss

Lock #20: 4ch, in the 2nd start BLO 3sc,
skip 1st, 1ss

Circle for Letter M
Use white color yarn
R1: MR 6sc
R2: 6inc(12)
R3: (1sc, 1inc)x6 (18)
Closure with wool needle 

To embroider the letter M please double stitch
although in the video I show it with only one

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2528
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We will place the eyes between rounds 65
and 72 with 3 separation stitches.
https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2599

We will place the nose between rounds 65 and 66.
https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2729

Enter the links that I share if you have doubts
when making these unions.
https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2759

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=2989

https://youtu.be/1O2kkF98m5w?t=3199

Locate the center front of the hat,
aligning it with the nose
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If you have enjoyed our pattern and you publish your final work on your
networks, do not forget to tag me so I can see the result

Remember this is a payment pattern, to which I have dedicated a lot of my
time and love. I ask you in favor and out of respect for our project that you

do not distribute it in groups or on the web because it harms us enormously
and you would be committing a crime despite having bought it, you are

buying the pattern, not the copyright and the rights over it. same we
belong to Gretawings, thank you

Congratulations!!
You have finished Mario Bros!


